benefits speculative, at best. In developed countries, many poor and working class families will suffer job losses or be driven into "fuel poverty." In impoverished nations, the misery and death toll could be staggering, even by comparison to deaths caused by battles against DDT and genetically modified crops.
Nevertheless, based on climate models, short-term warming trends, weather anomalies and often ludicrous attempts to link observed phenomena (rising house cat populations, eg) to manmade warming, government, activist and even corporate campaigners have proposed draconian energy rationing, price increases and other actions to "stabilize" Earth's climate. These initiatives will exact severe health and economic hardships on billions of people, and divert valuable money and resources away from critical problems today, to solve hypothetical crises a hundred years in the future.
It is no wonder thousands of scientists contest climate crisis hypotheses. Until alarmist scientists can demonstrate -with far more convincing evidence than provided to date -that we face an imminent human-caused climate crisis, it would be futile, counterproductive and immoral to take such actions. 7 
UNITED STATES
President Obama says energy prices "must necessarily skyrocket," to compel Americans to slash carbon dioxide emissions. His preferred strategy is a cap-and-trade program that he argues will "raise" $656 billion between 2012 and 2019, to fund "clean energy" and other programs. 8 The revenue is not monetary manna, however, but a massive wealth transfer. The money would be extracted from hydrocarbon-using businesses, workers and families -and doled out by Congress and bureaucrats to renewable energy projects, "green" industries and other politically favored constituencies. Each green job would likely be offset by more jobs lost in carbon-dependent sectors, analysts warn.
Cap-and-trade taxes and direct carbon taxes would penalize hydrocarbon use, increase energy prices and thus business and living expenses, largely eliminate coalfired power generation, and inaugurate a switch to expensive, subsidized, unreliable wind and solar power -in the midst of a recession. They could cost millions of jobs, and would give Wall Street, banks, insurance companies and profiteers new opportunities to create and manipulate markets in speculative carbon assets, and engage in risky trading akin to what spawned the Enron, housing, commodity market and derivatives scandals.
A recent Lauer Johnson Research poll found 78% of respondents believe even a $600 per year increase in utility bills would be a "hardship." Researchers say the actual impact would be much higher. 9 Studies by the National Economic Council, National Association of Manufacturers, Congressional Budget Office and other analysts estimate that cap-and-tax laws would increase energy costs by $1,300 to $4,000 per year (€975-3,010) for an average family. Compared to no cap-and-tax regime, Waxman-Markey would cost the United States a cumulative $9.6 trillion in real GDP losses by 2035, according to the Heritage Foundation's Center for Data Analysis. The bill would also cost an additional 1.1 million jobs each year, raise electricity rates 90% after adjusting for inflation, cause a 74% hike in inflation-adjusted gasoline prices, and add $1,500 to the average family's annual energy bill, says Heritage. Harvard economist Martin Feldstein estimates that the average person could pay an extra $1,500 per year for energy. In fact, costs will rise for everyone, for everything they eat, drive, make and do. 10 The cost increases and job losses would result from cap-and-trade taxes, carbon capture and storage, restrictions on using low-cost coal, requirements that "renewable" energy supply up to 20% of electricity by 2020, and the fact that everything people do requires energy that will now be heavily taxed.
Where will families find that extra cash? "What do I tell a single mom, making $8 an hour?" North Carolina congressman G. K. Butterfield asked recently -just before voting for a bill that would raise energy prices dramatically for single mothers and other poor and minority families. 11 Rising energy taxes would exact their heaviest tolls on poor families, especially in regions that are frigid in winter or sweltering in summer. "Higher income families spend five cents of every dollar on energy," notes Bishop Harry Jackson, Jr., pastor of Hope Christian Church in Maryland. "But families at the bottom of the economic scale spend up to half of their incomes on gasoline, heating and cooling." This lowers minority living standards and makes it more likely that people -especially the elderly -will freeze to death during frigid Chicago winters and die from heat stroke during sweltering Houston summers, because they can no longer afford proper heating and air conditioning. 12 Poor families might receive $500 annually in state and federal energy assistance, to offset some of these costs. Most families, however, would have to pay the extra costs out of food, medical, vacation, college, retirement, charity, and rent or mortgage budgets. "Skyrocketing energy prices also lead to increased depression, family violence, suicide, crime and drug use," says Congress of Racial Equality spokesman Niger Innis. "Punishing poor families in the name of speculative climate chaos is insane." 13 Twenty US states depend on coal for 60-98% of their electricity. Their average consumer price per kilowatt hour is half of that paid in ten states that derive 0-25% of their electricity from coal. Those low prices enable thousands of manufacturers to employ millions of workers in these states, which have already been hammered by the recession. Forcing those companies to pay sharply increased energy costs -by switching to other fuels or paying for (still non-existent) carbon sequestration and storage for coal-fired power plants -would put numerous jobs in jeopardy. Large supermarkets and department stores could see heating, lighting and refrigeration prices rise by as much as $100,000 per year -the cost of retaining several workers. Millions of workers could lose their jobs, salaries and healthcare benefits, the American Council on Capital Formation and other analysts say. 14 Energy prices are often "the difference between operating in the United States and shutting the doors to move overseas," says Congressman Fred Upton. It can also lead to protectionism, as politicians seek to safeguard critical industries in their districts, setting off trade wars that cripple economies and kill jobs. An artificial market in government-mandated carbon credits would be "monstrously stupid, almost demented," says Berkshire Hathaway Inc. CEO Charlie Munger, since other nations intend to continue industrial development, thus increasing global carbon emissions. 15 Soaring fuel prices would reverberate throughout the economy. Farmers would have to pay more for fuel and fertilizer, sending food, fiber and clothing prices upward. Schools would have to find millions more for buses, heating and lighting. Churches and charities would see contributions plummet, as more jobless families seek food and shelter. Hospital patients would have to pay more for CT scans and other examinations that detect cancer and heart disease, surgeries in energy-intensive operating rooms, and medicines that are created in modern laboratories and remain viable because of dependable refrigeration.
It is little wonder that public opposition is at a new high, according to Zogby International. Only 30% of Americans support cap-and-trade, whereas 57% oppose it, Zogby found. A Pew Research poll of voter priorities ranked global warming dead last behind the economy and 19 other issues. And yet, the Obama Administration and Congress are moving ahead to enact tough legislation -so far, at least. 16 Clear and convincing evidence of a looming climate catastrophe might justify some of the expenditures, economic dislocations and human costs of proposed climate change laws. But computer models, headlines and hysterical predictions of doom a century from now are not evidence. Worse, the supposed cure is far more damaging than the purported disease.
EUROPE AND AUSTRALIA
Much of what analysts fear for the United States has already proven grim reality for Europe, which committed early to the Kyoto Protocols and is paying dearly in constricted family budgets and lost business, productivity, jobs, tax revenues and GDP, aggravated by the 2008-2009 recession.
Many EU industries are struggling with high energy prices, economic crises, and competition from less regulated overseas companies that rely on coal for power generation and easily undercut European production costs. Their struggles are passed along to employees in the form of layoffs and furloughs, and to consumers in higher prices for energy and everything that is made or transported with energy.
In the United Kingdom, punitive climate taxes, soaring energy prices, and subsidies for solar panels and wind turbines have forced 5.5 million households to live in "fuel poverty." Average annual energy bills are likely to climb from £676 in 2005 to £1,406 by the end of 2009 (€779-1620; $1080-2,248), the National Housing Federation reports. Poor families, disabled workers and pensioners are hurt worst, and anger is rising over "insidious stealth taxes" that are hammering households at a time of rising unemployment, falling incomes and economic uncertainty, says the Daily Mail. 17 The story is repeated all over Europe, but especially in Poland and other former Eastern Bloc nations. They were held back economically and technologically by Moscow for five decades, and there is growing resentment over restrictions being placed on them by Brussels and climate alarmists. These countries oppose any EU climate change plan that doesn't exempt them, because they depend on coal for up to 90% of their electricity and on Russian Realpolitik for up to 97% of their natural gas.
Italian ministers have warned that the EU climate action plan "would kill any economic improvement" and "achieve very modest environmental benefits," perhaps an imperceptible 0.05 degree C reduction in computer-model-predicted global warming (if CO 2 is the culprit). To protect jobs, Chancellor Angela Merkel has reversed her previous position and now wants to keep nuclear power plants in operation, build new coal-fired plants, and shield chemical, steel, manufacturing, cement and auto industries, by reducing emission goals or providing free cap-andtrade permits. 18 Britain is likewise reexamining its Kyoto commitments, even as its "environment czar" spoke of limiting annual air travel vacations by UK citizens, to reduce carbon dioxide emissions. The vacation rationing would be in addition to hefty "climate" fees imposed on cars for the "privilege" of driving into London. Meanwhile, during much of frigid January 2009, Britain's wind turbines were operating at about 10% of capacity -the same as Texas turbines do during sweltering August afternoonsensuring that poor families pay exorbitant rates for minimal, unreliable electricity. Millions of UK households have had to cut back on food and other essentials to pay for gas and electricity, according to Consumer Focus research, because the average 2009 combined fuel bill had risen to £1,288 (€1,484; $2,059). Nearly 65% of respondents were "shocked" at the size of their most recent utilities bill. 19 Spain is curtailing the large subsidies that had increased its installed wind power capacity to 10% of the nation's electricity, though the actual energy output is 10-30% of this rated capacity. The country spent €2.6 billion ($3.6 billion) in 2007, according to King Juan Carlos University economics professor Gabriel Calzada, creating 50,000 jobs, mostly installing wind turbines, at €52,000 ($73,000) in annual subsidies per job. Over 10,000 of these jobs have already been terminated, and further subsidy reductions put the remaining 40,000 at risk. Meantime, soaring prices for the subsidized energy and emission permits raised electricity prices for families and businesses, and caused 2.1 jobs to be lost for every "green" job created, says Calzada. 20 Some have justified the economic pain on grounds of human health, arguing that global warming killed 15,000 elderly French citizens during a 2003 heat wave. That stretches facts to fit hypotheses. Occasional heat waves and bitter winters are unusual but hardly unprecedented. The deaths were due to a lack of air conditioning and attentive family members, and higher electricity prices will make it harder still for families to afford AC in the future. Down Under, energy and climate change rules have forced Pacific Brands to lay off 1,850 workers. Company executives say they are shifting to China, because manufacturing in Australia "is no longer a competitive advantage." Australia's coal and aluminium mining and exporting industries are also at risk, and thousands more workers could lose their jobs, due to climate change fees, tariffs and trade wars. Government researchers estimate that direct costs for carbon dioxide abatement or emission permits -and/or higher indirect costs for energy, feed and other inputs -will likewise cause livestock and other agricultural profits to fall significantly, if carbon reduction schemes are implemented. Numerous jobs and family businesses would be threatened. 21 CHINA AND INDIA Developing countries should reduce their emissions by 15-30% of projected businessas-usual growth by 2020, the Danish prime minister and other European Union leaders insist. Chinese steel mills should pay duties on any steel they export to the United States, since they emit three times as much CO 2 per ton as their US counterparts, argue American steel executives and their elected representatives. 22 Developing countries refuse to accept these demands. They put reducing rampant poverty ahead of the speculative effects of future climate change. They correctly note that they will be better able to adapt to climate changes (natural or human) if they are richer and more technologically advanced.
China and India are building four new coal-fired power plants every month because, without coal, their industry and economy would grind to a halt. Indeed, coal accounts for 75% of China's industrial fuel use, 76% of its electricity generation, 80% of civil and commercial energy, and 60% of chemical feedstock, analysts Lee Geng and Michael Economides point out. India is similarly dependent, and a 2009 World Bank study concluded that India cannot reduce its greenhouse gas emissions without adversely affecting its fight to eliminate poverty and bring electricity to millions of its rural poor. 23 The Bank might have added that neither country can abandon its modernization and anti-poverty campaign, or tell its people to rely on wind and solar power, without risking a revolution. People's expectations for a better tomorrow -with electricity, safe running water and well-paying alternatives to backbreaking, dawn-to-dusk subsistence farming -are too high to imperil social and political stability, in an attempt to satisfy the insatiable demands of rich-nation climate activists.
As the countries become wealthier, they will doubtless add scrubbers and other equipment to ratchet down pollution levels, just as the US and EU have done. Meanwhile, China's urban population will grow by 350 million, over the next 15 years, to nearly 1 billion people, reports its National Development and Reform Commission. They and their counterparts in India will need jobs, homes, food, transportation and consumer goods -and the urban expansion and industrialization are generating energy demand.
IPCC chair Rajenda Pachauri says he is "having nightmares" about Tata's new $2,050 Nano automobile, because it will enable millions of Indians to own carssignificantly increasing global carbon dioxide emissions. However, Indian and Chinese automobile ownership would also expand mobility and prosperity. One has to wonder whether fellow Indians are convinced by Mr. Pachauri's demands for indigent lifestyles, considering his own travel and dining preferences. 24 To suggest that wealthy countries or the United Nations should attempt to prevent impoverished countries from improving their living standards -in the name of preventing speculative future climate disasters -is immoral, unjust, scientifically unsupportable and a violation of basic human rights.
AFRICA AND OTHER IMPOVERISHED REGIONS
Sub-Saharan Africa remains one of Earth's most destitute regions. The vast majority of its people still do not have electricity, lights or refrigeration -or have electrical power only a few hours a week.
As a result, millions die every year from lung infections caused by pollution from wood and dung fires, and acute intestinal diseases caused by tainted water and spoiled food. Millions more die from malnutrition and diseases that would be largely eradicated by the improved living standards, healthcare systems and agriculture that come with prosperity, modern technology and abundant, affordable energy. Life expectancy is appalling, and falling. The situation is equally dire in many other regions.
And yet UN officials, environmental groups and even African authorities insist that global warming is the gravest threat facing these countries. They use the "specter of climate change" to justify anti-hydrocarbon policies, promote "sustainability" and "traditional" life styles, and shift the blame for severe health problems that could be largely eradicated with the very technologies they oppose. They routinely cite global warming as the cause of malaria, crop failures, malnutrition and a host of other problems that have plagued poor countries for millennia. They demand that literally trillions of Euros be spent battling climate change -thus making those vast sums unavailable for health and agricultural programs that would actually reduce or even eradicate these threats to human health and welfare.
Abundant, reliable, affordable electricity could power homes, offices, factories, schools and hospitals, create jobs, bring clean running water, and generate health and prosperity. But Rainforest Action Network and other pressure groups oppose coal and natural gas electricity generation on the grounds of climate change, and hydroelectric and nuclear power for other ideological reasons. They promote wind turbines and solar panels that provide expensive electricity unreliably and in amounts too small to meet any but the most rudimentary needs. "Africans should have electricity where they need it," actor Ed Begley, Jr. pontificates -little solar panels "on their huts." 25 Biotechnology could produce bumper crops that overcome the droughts, floods, insects and viruses that Al Gore says will proliferate due to global warming. But Greenpeace and Sierra Club oppose this precise hybrid-making technology, and instead promote land and labor-intensive subsistence farming.
Insecticides and the spatial repellant DDT could slash malaria rates that Gore and even some WHO officials falsely claim are rising because of global warming. But they, Pesticide Action Network and other activists stridently oppose these life-saving chemicals, and the European Parliament and United Nations recently imposed new restrictions that will further restrict African access to insecticides. 26 Recently, global warming politics have become even more depraved and deadly. Cameroon hosted seven senior British Members of Parliament, who claimed climate change "threatens humanity more than HIV/AIDS." Cameroon's Minister of Forestry joined in urging that forest habitats be "managed" to increase absorption of planetary carbon dioxide and "reduce global warming." 27 In Gambia, the UN paid local officials to host a "national ministerial dialogue" promoting alarmist views on "catastrophic climate change" and "sustainable development." An Environment Department representative asserted that it would be "nearly impossible to adapt to … impacts such as the loss of the West Antarctic ice sheet … and [resultant] 5-15 meter sea level rise." 28 The one-sided "dialogue" didn't mention that the average annual Antarctic temperature is minus 50 C (-58 F), and during the two-month summer its Western Peninsula averages four degrees above freezing. There is a sub-zero probability that "runaway warming" will melt 200,000 cubic miles of peninsular ice. 29 Climate chaos insanity make have peaked in Chad, where the government banned the manufacture, importation and use of charcoal -the sole source of fuel for 99% of Chadians. "Cooking is a fundamental necessity for every household," its Environment Minister announced, but "with climate change every citizen must protect his environment." The edict sent women and children scavenging for wood, animal dung, grass and anything else that burns. Perhaps the minister also decreed that those fuels no longer emit carbon dioxide.
"People cannot cook," said human rights activist Merlin Totinon Nguebetan. "Women giving birth cannot even find a bit of charcoal to heat water for washing," said another.
Chad's government admitted it had failed to prepare citizens for its sudden decree, but announced no change in plans -saying only that scarce propane might be an alternative for some. When citizens protested, they were violently dispersed by police. "We will not give up," a women's group leader said. "Better to die swiftly than continue dying slowly." 30 Even human rights activist and ethicist Archbishop Desmond Tutu has begun to voice concern about climate chaos. A flash flood in South Africa, he stated, was clearly due to global warming -even though the country has chronicled floods, droughts and other severe or unusual weather for centuries. 31 Meanwhile, European global warming alarmists and trade protectionists have targeted the few economic success stories coming out of Africa. The eco-imperialists want consumers to use their buying power and "environmental consciences" to boycott African flowers and produce -even if grown organically and "sustainably" -because they are flown to Europe, on airplanes that burn hydrocarbons and emit greenhouse gases. It would be better if consumers emphasized their humanitarian consciences.
After spending years extolling tourism as an ecological alternative to mining, drilling and development, other neo-colonialists are now attacking tourism, because it too requires airplanes. Europeans should just stay home, South Africa's Leon Louw ruefully observes -and not visit the "human game preserves" to see the "cute, indigenous tribal people," so beloved in environmental mythology. 32 Many EU countries' greenhouse emissions are well above their Kyoto pledges, as of 2006: Italy's are 10% above, Portugal's 38%, Austria's 15%, Spain's 49 percent. And yet Euro greens are telling our planet's most destitute people that they cannot enjoy the blessings of abundant, affordable electricity that these developed nations have long enjoyed, thanks largely to hydrocarbon and nuclear power. 33 During summits in Bali and Brussels, European leaders pledged to pay a "fair share" to poor developing nations, to help them "fight global warming and adapt to its consequences." They estimated that they could contribute €30 billion a yearbeginning in 2020 -and that global investments will need to reach €175 billion ($220 billion) per year, also by 2020, to help poor nations finance green technologies, curb greenhouse gas emissions, adapt to climate change and "stave off Third World calamity."
That was last year. The €30-billion figure was deleted in the final 2009 EC communiqué, as France and Germany refused to commit to providing more money to an international climate fund for poor countries. Europe is now seeking the funds from "industries," many of which are on the brink of bankruptcy or moving their operations to locales that do not impose carbon reduction mandates -and from the United States, which is carrying unprecedented debt to cover stimulus and bailout payments. Meanwhile, though, the US and EU seem to have little trouble finding $10 billion a year for climate change research -as long as it focuses on human causes of global warming. 34 "One quarter of all the world's deaths, are due to easily curable infectious diseases. The equivalent of the population of Florida, wiped off the map, each year," observes Danish environmentalist (and anthropogenic warming believer) Bjorn Lomborg. As an example, for each person hypothetically saved from malaria by cutting CO 2 emissions, "direct malaria policies could save 36,000." 35 Africa is already warm, and its villagers get hundreds of infectious mosquito bites every year, observes entomology and tropical disease expert Paul Reiter. "While billions are spent on climate change prevention, malaria remains rampant, killing millions and making life a misery for hundreds of millions -when the epidemic could easily be eliminated cheaply." 36 Indeed, malaria is not and never has been a "tropical disease." It is still found in Siberia and was once common throughout much of the United States and Europe. It was eradicated in the US and EU through a combination of modern housing, prompt use of drugs and widespread spraying with DDT. It has not yet been controlled in Africa and many parts of Asia and Latin America, largely because of incompetent, ideologically driven, anti-insecticide control programs.
Yet, the misallocation of funds, policy concerns and ethics continues -generating the real climate change crisis: the unnecessary perpetuation of energy deprivation, poverty, disease and premature death. On the assumption that CO 2 causes global warming, warming spreads malaria and other diseases, and humans can actually stabilize global climates, the International Energy Agency has determined that upwards of $45 trillion (€32 trillion) in renewable energy, efficiency and CO 2 -capture investments will be needed to halve greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. That is $1.1 trillion annually that will not be available to control diseases and solve other real, immediate, life-threatening problems. 37 Less developed countries should take charge of their futures, and implement free enterprise reforms, electrification campaigns and effective disease control programs, as Brazil, China, India and Indonesia are doing. Forego foreign aid, which Kenyan James Shikwati calls "life support for corrupt. dictators." And heed Milton Friedman's sage advice: "Poor countries should not do what rich countries are doing, now that they are rich. They should do what rich countries did to become rich."
Those actions would improve their economic opportunities, technological and economic progress, health and environmental quality, regardless of what the climate might do.
THE WONDERLAND WORLD OF CLIMATE POLITICS
How is it that draconian climate policies still hold sway, even as their harm becomes glaringly obvious, and the scientific "consensus" about manmade climate disaster collapses? The answer is rooted as much in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's charter, as in basic human nature: a large segment of the population frightened by the steady drumbeat of planetary catastrophe, and looking to scientists and political leaders for salvation -with other segments initiating the scare or taking advantage of it to advance their own interests and agendas.
The scientific topics "have been chosen for their significance to the IPCC task of assessing information relevant for understanding the risks of human-induced climate change," notes the panel's Fourth Assessment Report. The language initially narrowed the IPCC focus. But gradually the charter came to exclude or dismiss non-human, natural causes -and emphasize only human causes, as "highly likely" sources of measured, perceived, speculated and exaggerated warming, and its associated "crises". 38 The narrow charter thus served to justify ignoring Earth history: geologic, archeological and written -from the Ice Ages to the Roman and Medieval Warm Periods, Little Ice Age and Dust Bowl. 39 It gave alarmists a rationale for vilifying any who disagree with them, impugning their motives, and dismissing their findings and opinions. It replaced sound, experimental science with the First Law of Observation: "You see only what you are looking for; you don't see anything you are not looking for."
The anthropogenic climate crisis served many agendas and over time built a powerful coalition, allied in support of: (1) blaming modern technologies and living standards for asserted climate change disasters; (2) seeking a radical transformation of civilization, technologies, life styles and human behavior, by eliminating hydrocarbons and controlling energy prices and access to energy; and (3) justifying the expenditure of trillions of taxpayer dollars on research, "education," agitation, international conferences, green technologies and jobs, and political solutions that channeled power, control and money toward members of the coalition.
In the United States, the principal coalition is the US Climate Action Partnership. USCAP and its analogs in virtually every country are composed of environmental activist groups and energy, technology and financial services companies … and supported by scientists, bureaucrats, politicians and news media … operating in an arena where billions of dollars are on the table, and energy and economic futures are at stake. Membership confers valuable benefits, Environmental activist groups gain power, influence, prestige, donations, and major grants from foundations, corporations and government agencies, to advance ideological agendas. Catastrophic global warming also provides a welcome alternative explanation for unconscionable disease, malnutrition, poverty and death rates in Third World countries -deflecting blame for the organizations' callous opposition to energy and economic development, biotechnology and insecticides.
Energy, technology and financial companies get seats at the negotiating table where decisions are made regarding laws, regulations, taxes, mandates, subsidies, penalties, preferences, and opportunities to hobble competitors or create new speculative carbon asset markets. Companies also receive accolades for being "green" and "socially responsible" -and muted criticism for transgressions.
Scientists and bureaucrats obtain million-dollar grants, build reputations, careers, fiefdoms and power. They travel to exotic locales on expense accounts, and receive plaudits for being on the leading edge of planet-saving research, discoveries and solutions -so long as they refrain from issuing studies or statements that question manmade climate catastrophe hypotheses.
Politicians get to champion and pass legislation, choose winners and losers in technology and economic wars, hobnob with Hollywood, media, corporate and activist stars, and achieve star status for themselves. They also build seniority, powerful alliances, campaign war chests and armies of eco-activist volunteers, thereby ensuring longevity in office.
Journalists and news media outlets get to be more than mere observers and reporters of sagas about heroes, villains and looming catastrophes. They become king makers and breakers, active players in unfolding dramas, key proponents of technologies, ideologies and purported solutions. By promoting alarmist speculation and research … and ignoring contradictory evidence and crisis skeptics … they ensure that the crisis -and their stardom -live on for years.
Overseas, leaders of Earth's most impoverished nations become active advocates of sea level and climate crisis speculation -and thus conduits of foreign aid, with largebore pipelines channeling prodigious conference, management and sustainable development fees to private bank accounts. Meanwhile, some needy families receive subsistence-level welfare and foreign aid. But mostly the poor and powerless get marginalized, ignored, left behind or sacrificed in the great cause of breaking eggs to make sustainable omelets and "prevent climate Armageddon."
One begins to empathize with young Alice Liddell. "But I don't want to go among mad people," she told the Cheshire Cat. "Oh, you can't help that," the Cat replied. "We're all mad here. I'm mad. You're mad." "How do you know I'm mad?" Alice protested. "You must be," said the Cat, "or you wouldn't have come here." 40 Perhaps, if nothing else, the global recession will help bring a measure of sanity, science and humanity back to what is still a raging global warming debate.
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